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Coc th9 troll base link

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. YOU can copy the base directly using the LIEN, but please understand that obstacles will prevent buildings from getting in - if you have some grass design or many obstacles in your base, you might need to build parts manually from the image above. Download, Copy Base Editor,
Army Base Mapper - Home Village top maps Town Hall 3 - 13 with Trophy, Farming, War, Hybrid/Troll and Progress base link :*. Information on clan details. This is a FAN app for Clash of Clans. This application is not affiliated, approved, sponsored or expressly approved by Supercell. Supercell is not responsible for the operation or
content of this application. The use of Supercell's trademarks and other intellectual property is subject to Supercell's fan kit agreement and fan content policy. For more information about Supercell, please visit their website at www.supercell.net. Jan 8, 2021 Version 1.1.8 Fix compare the selection of units When I got this application, it
worked fine, I was able to get a new map for my village, but now when I go look for a new map the app hangs. This is the only application I've found to be able to give u a different card, so I keep it and hope for a fix This app is amazing, it helps me calculate how much gold and elixir I need to max a building and overall it's perfect. The only
downside is that some of the buildings are not updated because CoC just came out with th13 which is understandable. Overall amazing and if you have the glitch that makes you go to a new page when you try to upgrade the building, close the app and when you want to upgrade a building scroll up and down a few times, then click
upgrade. I downloaded this today. If I could scroll, especially on the Stats pages Archer Queen and Hog Rider, this application would be worth it. Personally, I will pay the 0.99 cents to have this free ad. I couldn't even press the level up button without taken to another ad page. Disappointment. It's worth a 1-star exam. 2 additional stars for
the basic copy/paste option. It's worth the money there. Recommendation: offer a free paid ad version and get rid of all consumer ads! Please!! The developer, Lam Nguyen, indicated that the application's privacy practices may include data processing as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The
developer does not collect any data from this application. Privacy practices may vary, for example, depending on the characteristics you are or your age. Learn more about TH12 Farm/Trophy/Hybrid base #7699 there are 3573 Views1228 Down260 Likes86! there a year 8146 Views2784 Down56 Aime7! HDMinecraft MapsThis base anti
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